Good afternoon all,

Wanted to send out a reminder of this earlier email addressing requests for FDC inmate calls and emails. Remember, if you follow the procedure below, FDC has agreed to exclude any calls or emails between the inmate and his/her attorney.

Thanks so much,

Joan

In the past, FDC and the FCI have typically responded to our subpoenas for inmate calls and emails by providing all recorded calls and all emails. It was our responsibility to filter out attorney calls or emails. They are now able to provide us inmate calls and emails where we can omit calls and emails with attorneys.

Going forward, after sending a letter to FDC or FCI requesting inmate calls and receiving the Trufone report, we can then subpoena the recordings for selected telephone numbers. We can and should exclude calls to attorney
numbers. FDC has asked that we list in the subpoena those telephone numbers we want recordings for. I would recommend that we also include in a parenthetical those numbers we DO NOT want, so we are clearly stating in the subpoena what we do and do not want.

Similarly, after sending a letter requesting inmate emails, you may receive a Truview report. Using the Truview report, we should subpoena only selected email addresses and telephone numbers for which we would like to receive emails and recordings. and should exclude calls and emails to attorneys. Again, as stated above, we will need to list the numbers we would like and list the email addresses we would like, and then include a parenthetical identifying those numbers and email addresses we DO NOT want.

Joan